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What is an SRU?

Stable Release Update

The long story:

https://wiki.ubuntu.com/StableReleaseUpdates

https://wiki.ubuntu.com/StableReleaseUpdates


We want to fix bugs

No change in user expected behavior

Don't fix one and break something else

Targeted fix, not version bumps

How severe is it?

Without introducing new ones!



We may need new functionality

Support for new hardware

Protocol updates (client/server)



Competing requirements

No regressions!

Fix this critical bug!
I *NEED* this new version!

Why did you change 
this??

SRU
team



How the team is organized

Stable Release Update



How the team is organized

Work in shifts



How the team is organized
Queues

Ex.: jammy unapproved

https://launchpad.net/ubuntu/jammy/+queue?queue_state=1

https://launchpad.net/ubuntu/jammy/+queue?queue_state=1


How the team is organized
Trello board

https://trello.com/b/XgBxtrZ9/sru

https://trello.com/b/XgBxtrZ9/sru


How the team is organized
Pending SRU report
https://ubuntu-archive-team.ubuntu.com/pending-sru.html

https://ubuntu-archive-team.ubuntu.com/pending-sru.html


Stages of an SRU

Stable Release Update



Stages of an SRU

Bug template



Stages of an SRU

Upload to unapproved



Stages of an SRU

Review by SRU team



Stages of an SRU

Accept into proposed (or reject, or ask 
questions)



Stages of an SRU

Verification

Always according to the agreed test plan!



Stages of an SRU

Release (and almost done)



Stages of an SRU
Phased updates

https://ubuntu-archive-team.ubuntu.com/phased-updates.html

https://ubuntu-archive-team.ubuntu.com/phased-updates.html


Common issues

Stable Release Update



Common issues

Weak SRU information

[ Impact ]

When run with option -x, <random-app-I-made-up-for-this> 
fails to clear screen before running.

[ Test Plan ]

Make sure it works.

[ Where problems could occur ]

Nothing expected, the change is upstream and simple.



Common issues

Bad upload

Missing bug number

Private bug instead of public

Bad version

d/changelog not matching actual changes

.changes file does not include previous 
upload

Missing upload for an affected release



Common issues

Weak or incomplete verification

Did not follow agreed-upon test plan

Vague: "it works now"

Verified Ubuntu release X, flipped tags for all 
releases

Verified just one Ubuntu release, not the 
others

Tested with a PPA package

Which version of the package was used



Common issues

Many flagged in the report



Common issues

Not fully verified



Common issues

Missing bug updates



Tips

Stable Release Update



Bug count

Tips for a great SRU



Use DEP3 headers in patches

https://dep-team.pages.debian.net/deps/dep3/

https://dep-team.pages.debian.net/deps/dep3/


Document all changes in the changelog

Document what was changed, 
and all that was changed



Proper impact and regression assessment

Tips for a great SRU



Have a great test plan

Tips for a great SRU



Unambiguous verification

Tips for a great SRU



Don't forget other Ubuntu releases

Tips for a great SRU

20.04 22.04 23.04 23.10
??

devel
??



SRU Exceptions don't mean a blank check

Tips for a great SRU

unlimited credit card



Tips for a great SRU

Great SRUs here!

All the information you need and 
more!



Closing remarks

Stable Release Update


